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(40 minutes)

At first, from the utter darkness on stage, there is nothing but an image of devastation: the
bodies of the dancers, motionless, as if they have been knocked down on the floor. For a while
the only palpable movement on stage does not come from the bodies; it is the inhuman sound
of barren winds – the audible emblem of a desolated landscape – that sweep the stage. In the
next 40 minutes Breu follows the intricate and poignant fabric of sounds created by Brazilian
composer Lenine to evoke the dark times we live in. The show seems to have started by its end
as the initial deathly inertia is followed by the most aggressive, edgy and powerful
choreography created thus far by Rodrigo Pederneiras in almost 30 years as the choreographer
of GRUPO CORPO.
“Have Fun”
When Rodrigo Pederneiras invited Lenine, the renown musician, singer and songwriter from
Pernambuco, to write the soundtrack of GRUPO CORPO’s new show, the choreographer gave
the composer only two hints about the kind of score he wanted. Pederneiras simply said, “I need
40 to 50 minutes of soundtrack,” and then told Lenine to have fun. Lenine took these two
succinct suggestions, delivered with a mix of provocation and sweetness by the choreographer,
as the sign of the most powerful fuel for creativity: freedom. Through six months the composer
did nothing but followed Rodrigo’s “two commandments.”
Lenine worked as he does when composing for his own studio CDs and started searching
through his sound database in search of elements for setting the soundtrack’s basic ambience.

The composer chose this time some files collected over the years where he had kept noises out
of his children’s toys. Curiously this was the starting point for Breu’s soundtrack, such a heavy
and intense score that led Rodrigo Pederneiras to choose the violence and brutality so many of
us nowadays encounter in our daily lives as the main theme for his new choreography.
The music created by Lenine for BREU combines the best of the musical tradition of the Brazilian
Northeast with cutting-edge modernity. A wide range of different timbres, samplers, effects,
citations and styles builds an instigating tower of Babel. The soundtrack is a single piece with
eight movements filled with unexpected encounters such as the folk Northeastern caboclinho
and hard rock; the English horn and the derbak, an Arabic percussion instrument; and drums
played by ex-Sepultura Iggor Cavalera and a French medieval Occitane flute played by Claude
Sicre, leader of the band Fabulous Trobadors from Toulouse.
The Image of Sound
In order to express in movements the unbridled fierceness of Lenine’s soundtrack, Rodrigo
Pederneiras and the dancers from GRUPO CORPO had to leave behind the scenic temper and
part of the extended vocabulary built by the company and formulate a whole new set of codes.
What set the tone in Breu is the power, harshness, and edginess of the movements and their
repeated confluence to the longitudinal zone situated right above the ground level. The sudden
falls and the painfully trudging returns to the upward position seem to confine the dancers’
bodies close to the ground. Consequently these bodies seem to get to motion only through the
help of their crouches, their wrists, their elbows, their knees, their shins, and their heels. In this
new disconcerting configuration of body and space, the scene on stage becomes polarized
between the brutality of aggressors and the torment of victims. In order to be on one’s feet or
to be on top, one must ignore the others as fellow human beings and eye them as enemies
instead. Extreme individualism, the absence of communication, the pursuit of victory at any
cost and the willingness to see confrontation as the main strategy of survival – values perhaps
inherent to the human nature but heightened to apocalyptic levels in the gigantic urban
settlements of this beginning of millennium – seem to be the principles that move the dancers
through the forty minutes of Breu.
Breu’s scenery designer Paulo Pederneiras subverts the usual function of the proscenium arch
stage by blurring the spatial limits of the stage. Paulo covers the stage floor with shiny black
linoleum and frames the scenic space with 1,800 40cm by 40cm boards, also shiny black. Made
of beveled glass fiber, these boards are carefully placed side by side over the rotunda and the
stage legs. The result evokes the coldness of tiled surfaces and the ability to reflect light that is
typical of polished pieces.
Brightness and geometry also serve as guidelines for the work of costume designer Freusa
Zechmeister. The dancers wear black and white leotards with varying geometric patterns in the
front and solid black in the back. This wardrobe takes advantage of dancers’ shifting constantly
between facing forward or backward the audience by splitting their bodies in half. Under the
lighting, the brightness of the fabric brings out the convex and concave shapes of the dancers’
bodies and blend now and then dancers and background for fractions of a second, suddenly
endowing the linear and two-dimensional scenery with volume and sinuousness. Off-white
sneakers with black soles, strengthened on the sides to absorb impact, enhance the uncanny
character of the music and bring to the fore the dancers’ feet in this choreography, in which
even the frevo from Pernambuco is danced almost entirely on the floor. A thick layer of white
make-up erases lines and expressions from the faces; dark eyeliners, black lipstick, and a white
horizontal line on the eyebrows complete the characterization of the dancers.

